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Filter ND32-512 K&F Concept to DJI Mini 4 Pro

K&F Concept ND32-512 filter for DJI Mini 4 Pro.
Create fantastic quality shots regardless of lighting conditions. Designed for the DJI Mini 4 Pro, the ND32-512 filter by K&F Concept will
make it easy for you to create breathtaking aerial photos and videos. Lightweight and durable - it will serve you well for a long time. The
accessory is also very easy to assemble and disassemble, and once installed, it perfectly sticks to your drone's camera.
 
High image quality in almost any situation
The ND32-512 filter by K&F Concept allows you to reduce light in the range of 5-9 degrees, giving you more control over exposure. This
makes  it  perfect  for  a  variety  of  conditions  -  both  on  sunny  days  and  in  very  bright  lighting.  With  its  help,  you  can  easily  create  a
multitude of beautiful shots that will impress you with rich details and vivid, crisp colors.
 
Lightweight, durable construction
AGC optical glass was used to make the filter, so you can enjoy lossless image quality. What's more, its surface has been coated with a
multi-layer  nano-coating  that  provides  effective  protection  against  scratches,  water  and  dirt.  Don't  be  afraid  of  problems  with  its
cleaning! The accessory is also very lightweight - it does not affect the flight stability of the drone or the operation of its gimbal.
 
Included
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ND32-512 filterBox for storage
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelKF01.2500MaterialAGC optical glassCompatibilityDJI Mini 4 Pro

Preço:

€ 24.00

Drony, Akcesoria do dronów, Filtry do dronów
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